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Project Synopsis

In this increasingly globalized and digitalized environment, there is a strong willingness to

eliminate unnecessary intermediation, where cryptocurrencies, by their nature and structure,

will ineluctably push new boundaries.

As we move towards this revolution, Cross Hedge is willing to place itself to the forefront of

this large scale wave. In parallel, the emergence of new technologies such as the blockchain,

are opening new business model possibilities minimizing operational costs while increasing

security and transparency.

During this transitional period, cryptocurrencies will continue to be highly volatile, however we

can still expect growth and increased stability considering both international regulation and

integration are building up.

Throughout smart contracts, Cross Hedge will offer and distribute different fully automated

investment schemes breaking out from the traditional model. Thanks to the ledger technology

Cross Hedge has designed an investment fund architecture that is more secure, more

transparent, faster, and cost efficient than current systems.

More than stability, Cross Hedge ambitions to offer returns for cryptocurrency holders who

are currently not able to anticipate, trade and/or cover their positions.

Cross Hedge is bringing together the latest trading capabilities with innovating technologies

to offer tomorrow’s coming asset management offer.

Cross Hedge plans to offer and distribute diversified investment vehicles through Stellar
smart contracts (SSC) allowing crypto-asset owners to protect their capital from high
market volatility. The price of these Smart Contracts will directly be linked with the returns
of AI investment strategies implemented on financial markets and crypto-assets. In order to
ensure transparency, blockchain technology will be used for valuation and distribution.

Cross Hedge's goal is to build an investment community where only profits are subject to
fees and where there is no discrimination between investors. Our community can be
accessed freely by anyone, with a low capital input.

Executive Summary
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Global Investment Management Powered by Data

Cross Hedge designs intelligent investment systems that evolve as financial markets change 
through time. We gather and clean vast, rich datasets. Not only financial data, but anything 
that might help to understand how markets behave. 

This approach is rooted in science, using statistical modelling, artificial intelligence and
machine learning. We tease out predictive signals that form the basis of our investment
system.

Community Business Model

Digital transformation is not a one-time event, but a continuous process that aims to develop
new efficiencies or reduce operational time and cost. The benefits generated include
optimized processes, improved compliance, regulatory processes, timely financial
information acquisition and security of financial data.

Through this digital transformation, Cross Hedge uses blockchain technology to make wealth
management more transparent and accessible to investors.
Our digital innovation targets people who have been excluded from the traditional investment
business, such as the unadvised and the under-banked.

Our smart contracts are called SmartpiecesTM. They provide 

the freedom of a cryptocurrency with the stability on 

returns from an innovative quantitative hedge fund.

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
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“
”

We are pushing the 
boundaries of the way 

the world does 
investments

Cross Hedge

Philosophy
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Vision 

Cross Hedge focuses on building a better financial future for all by democratizing the access

to fund and asset management through Artificial Intelligence & Technology.

We believe it is our responsibility to help our community prosper.

Our Beliefs

Mission

Cross Hedge is pushing the boundaries of the way the world does investments. Shaping its

future by creating unprecedented values and opportunities for its community, employees,

investors, and ecosystem partners whilst always ensuring the highest returns for all.

We are bringing transparency and barrier-free equity into the world of investment.

Philosophy
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CEO Statement

By imposing large administration fees , the financial intermediation
model penalizes small investors and acts as a barrier on the entry of
aspiring newcomers.

Crypto-assets allow investors to enter a new world that distances itself
from the classical financial system

Combining the latest technology with a faster decision making process,
gives us a competitive advantage on classical actors with longer decision
cycles.

Blockchain and smart contracts cut financial intermediation by bringing
closer Investors and money managers.

Recent advances in AI and quantitative investments techniques have a
clear edge over discretionary investment based on belief.

“During my diverse experiences in investment banking I came to the conclusion that the
current financial system had its limitations favouring a restricted circle of individuals and
corporations whilst disadvantaging the least informed, more particularly those with fewer
resources. I was conflicted between my passion for investment and technology and by the
strong need and belief to give a moral sense to my career. These reasons led me to develop a
new model of financial services based on the power of community that will benefit all kind of
individuals willing to enter this revolutionary era. This is how the idea of Cross Hedge began.”

John Saby, Founder & CEO

Recent market cap of cryptocurrencies represents around 500 Billion USD
however there is currently no clear and regulated wealth management
offer for crypto holders.

Philosophy

Facts

The current financial model is plagued by inequalities. Those inequalities
and capital discrimination can be fought through expertise.
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Advantage for Investors

& Community Builders
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What Is Cross Hedge?

Launched in 2017, Cross Hedge is a team of highly experienced financial industry
professionals with an uncompromising passion for technology. Our products and services help
our clients build a better financial future through technology and Artificial Intelligence. We
believe that inefficiencies in investment strategies arise from insufficient diversification. That
is why we use big data techniques and machine learning to analyse asset price movements
and hit trends.

Cross Hedge allows investors to gain exposure through a diversified portfolio with the freedom
of one crypto-asset, in a more convenient and more secure vehicle. Through a transparent and
rigorous investment process, Cross Hedge will be able to offer smart contracts investment
called SmartPieces™ in USD, EUR and Bitcoin.

Cross Hedge Expertise

Absolute Return Target

Absolute return can be defined by the return that an asset achieves over a certain period of
time. This measure looks at the appreciation or depreciation, expressed as a percentage, that
an asset, such as a stock or a mutual fund, achieves over a given period. At Cross Hedge, the
main goal of these computed strategies is to reach a positive performance every calendar
month regardless of the evolution of the markets. The allocation margins and asset
diversification within the portfolio are very broad. Cross Hedge may invest in equities, bonds,
currency commodities, and crypto-assets. Short positions are allowed. This means our
strategies aim to benefit from market declines and use derivative products.

Therefore, the aim of Cross Hedge is to ensure price appreciation (valuation) of the
SmartPieces™, regardless of whether the financial markets rise or fall.

Advantages 
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Protection Against Digital Asset Price Instability

With forecasts for long-term low interest rate levels, investors have increasingly high
expectations for the returns on their portfolios. The current digital asset revolution offers new
possibilities for investors in terms of allocation, but does not at all resolve the volatility
problem.

Cryptocurrencies uniqueness resides in the fact that they are the only digital currencies which
are not someone else’s liability. They are fungible, decentralized, and as valuable as the
network of users that support them. Unfortunately, cryptocurrencies entail a volatility risk and
a liquidity issue for investors that are not willing to risk their savings. For example, the daily
returns of Bitcoin tends to be over 5 times more volatile than the daily returns of EUR against
USD.

Cross Hedge Expertise

Advantages 
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Cross Hedge Advantages

EASY TO USE 
Digital Only

Our multi-channel platform (iOS and
Android, web and tablet) will propose a
simple and effective user experience
application to invest and monitor your
money on a daily basis.

ACCESSIBLE 
Solution for All

Cross Hedge is offering a solution for all.
With no discrimination, all cryptocur-
rencies holders will be offered the
possibility to invest their cryptocurrencies
within Cross Hedge. The minimum capital
floor to invest will be very low resulting in
an accessible market which is not just
reserved to the elite.

FREE
No Managing Fee

This fully digital business model is taking
cost reduction to its lowest. This allows
Cross Hedge to break away from current
models with high fees. The community
will reward Cross Hedge only when the
positive returns commitments are
delivered.

Advantages 

PARTICIPATORY
Community Ideology

We believe in a participative model that 
can bring solution to any investors without 
discrimination. Our community builders, 
meaning the CROSS Token holders,  will be 
rewarded bi-yearly each time the 
community profits increase.
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Cross Hedge Advantages

ORIGINAL 
Empowered with Stellar 
Blockchain

Cross Hedge has decided to use the
Stellar blockchain to get the most of what
the blockchain technology brings. Stellar
is recognized as a reliable open source
decentralized blockchain with a strength
against its peers that is numerous. Best
practices in terms of security, Stellar
particularly differentiates itself by the
rapidity of the transactions, the “no
problem” of scalability and its low cost.
Stellar has been designed for business
and its adoption by Cross Hedge is seen
as a game changer.

INNOVATIVE
AI Investment Technology 
Fund 

Fully in line with our vision, the design of
Cross Hedge business has been thought
to enter smoothly the world of tomorrow.
The system will provide an investment
solution to cryptocurrency holders by
using the latest AI investment
technologies.

AUTHORIZED 
Regulated Crypto Fund

Advantages 

DYNAMIC 
Smart Contracts Services

Cross Hedge solutions are made through
Smart Contracts making the transactions
instantaneous, more secure, unalterable in
opposition with the current model.
Forget about minimum time commitment,
Cross Hedge allows you to withdraw
Smartpieces™ at any time.

Cross Hedge leans on regulation to be one 
of the first crypto-investment funds 
regulated in Europe. Our goal is to create a 
bridge between classic financial assets and 
crypto-assets.
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Business Sector

Limitations
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Rigidity and Accessibility
Access to wealth management is generally limited to wealthy sophisticated investors. There 
are some restrictions on the types of investors making up the investor pool. In general, it is 
extremely difficult for individual investors to gain access to quality wealth management. This 
forces many to either find indirect methods of investing in hedge funds or just give up trying. 
General partners and managers of wealth-management firms often create high minimum 
investment requirements. It is not uncommon for a hedge fund to require at least $100,000 
or even as much as $1 million to participate. 

The Need for Transparency and Liquidity
The investment management landscape continues to evolve and become more multifaceted 
with intricate investment options and solutions for investors. Yet, as the wealth management 
industry has become more complex, transparency – as it pertains to underlying investments, 
terms and fees – has rapidly declined. In 2008, stress and volatility on the markets tested the 
wealth management industry; many investors awoke to the harsh realization that their 
investments were not liquid, or they could not immediately access their funds. These 
communication failures, and their sometimes severe consequences, left many distrusting their 
advisors and wealth managers. In a post-2008 and post-Madoff world, we believe that the need 
for transparency is paramount.

Paralysis Due to Complexity and Diversity
Behavioural finance, on the other hand, is the study of the psychology of financial decision-
making and has led to great insights into how investors actually make decisions. Investors
confused or uncertain about how to proceed become immobilized. Inactivity sets in when too
many choices are available. People fail to take action, even on things they want or have
agreed to do. This hesitation can act as a barrier to effective financial planning, preventing
people from saving and making reasonable allocation decisions and necessary changes to
their portfolios. The financial services industry is not necessarily facilitating investors by
creating more investment options. There are currently tens of thousands of mutual funds, and
exchange-traded funds—not to mention thousands of individual stocks and bonds and an
overabundance of "alternative" investments.

Investment Products vs Investment Strategies
The term "wealth management" may have been popularized over the years due to the status it 
conveys but less than seven percent of financial advisors utilize a holistic wealth management 
process. The financial services landscape has remained virtually unchanged with the vast 
majority of advisors trying hard to sell investment products–rather than adopting a system to 
address affluent investors' financial needs.

Current Model Limitations

Business Sector Limitations
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Opportunities

To take advantage of new digital
opportunities, Private Banks and
Investment firms will have to take a fresh
look at how they run their business. The
traditional private banks with fee-based,
personal advice models will continue to
offer high-touch, personalized service to
clients who still seek to delegate the bulk
of their investment decisions.

Although these banks will have to offer
some digital interaction features to clients
— mainly passive elements like 24/7
account access — they will mainly limit
their digitization initiatives to less visible
middle- and back-office functions.

Consumer Behaviour

Cross Hedge team is trying to overcome the different barriers faced by the investment
industry:
§ A new generation of investors think differently about advice and bring new attitudes and

expectations to the Wealth Management industry, influencing how older investors purchase
and consume.

§ With the rise of Robo-Advisors, new combinations of science and human-based advisory
models have emerged.

§ Big data and advanced analytics are on the cusp of transforming the asset management
industry, with new ways to engage with the investors to manage risks and build
relationships.

§ Investors value holistic advice on how to achieve multiple, often conflicting goals through a
range of investments and funding strategies.

§ Ordinary investors are now demanding access to the same asset classes and investment
strategies as institutional investors.

§ Longevity concerns are (or should be) increasingly at the heart of investor conversations,
even years ahead of retirement.

Their value proposition will continue to
focus on “best-in-class” advice, long-lasting
client relationships, and a superior banking
experience. However, they will gradually
lose market share as more technology-
enabled models become popular, and the
number of these traditional firms will
shrink. Even more importantly, they will
face significant obstacles in acquiring new
customers going forward, as more
technologically-enabled providers capture
new customers earlier in their lifecycle.
Traditional firms will face significant
challenges in trying to win over these
contributors later on.

The Future State: The Digital Services Revolution 

Business Sector Limitations
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Driving

Innovation
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The New Blockchain Economy

It has been less than 10 years since the creation of the Bitcoin, the world’s first digital
currency, that in turn built a brand new financial ecosystem called the blockchain. Today there
are over 1,000 digital currencies, also known as cryptocurrencies; a number that is growing
every day. The advantages of cryptocurrencies over traditional fiat currencies are numerous
and impossible for fiat currencies to match. A transaction between two people in different
countries can still take several days and cost the parties a significant share of the money
transferred (the average cross-border transaction fee is 7.45%) as each party in the chain, of
which there are many, requires a small margin for their efforts. This can now be done in
seconds using cryptocurrencies via the blockchain for practically zero cost and more securely
than ever before.

Blockchain: Model Revolution

Why does it matter?

The behavioural change of investors, the
digital revolution already in progress
started by fintechs and some banks, the
creation of new crypto-assets coming to
compete classics financial assets, the
preponderance of technology and
algorithms in investment-strategy
decisions are all factors that have brought
Cross Hedge to rethink the current model
used by Wealth managers.

The creation of ledger technology
(blockchain) allows us to affirm that it is
possible to automate and make almost
instantaneous all the steps that are
necessary from an investment decision,
to investment liquidation and consuming
payments.

Blockchain Technology Application: The Smart Contracts

The term “Smart Contract” is used more widely and is to be understood as ‘a software that
runs computations on the blockchain’. A standard contract between two parties is usually a
long document written by a lawyer. Once each party agrees to the terms of the contract, they
then sign their names. This document can then be enforced in a court of law.

On the other hand, a Smart Contract is programmed rather than written. Since it has been
programmed, the software will perform each action specified in the contract. There is much
less room for miscommunication and misinterpretation of the contract. The program will also
enforce any obligations or penalties that may arise.

How did we do it?

We mixed technology and innovation to
design a new model through ledger
technology that facilitates access for all
kinds of investors to totally transparent
and innovative Wealth management, which
integrates payment services.

Investors will be able to get returns from a
very sophisticated fund vehicle and have
the capacity to liquidate their investment
for payment purposes in a wide array of
currencies or cryptocurrencies, almost
instantaneously through our digital
application.

Driving Innovation
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We believe that we can create and offer intelligent-investment Smart Contracts whose

value depends on the financial returns of our asset-strategy portfolios.

By mixing classical Global asset allocation and coin asset allocation, Cross Hedge can

provide an investment vehicle through Smart Contracts that is stable in terms of

returns, liquid and of low volatility. SmartPieces implement the concept of a

decentralized fund share offer using blockchain technology.

A SmartPiece™ is a Smart Contract whose value is linked to the return of an

investment vehicle.

Introducing Smartpieces™

Blockchain real-time valuation and reporting
Valuation, position reporting and total commercial distribution of SmartpiecesTM are achieved

through blockchain, bringing total transparency for our investment community. The exact

investment portfolio details are available for everyone in quasi real time.

The Net Asset is computed, updated and communicated through the network continuously

allowing any investor to be aware of the ongoing investment results.

Driving Innovation
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Fund 
Manager

Ban
k

CROSS 
HEDGE

High efficiency and fast decision taking 
process with no intermediation

Blockchain 
model

No fixed fees (managing 
fees)

Driving Innovation

Blockchain distribution
Decentralized distribution allows Cross Hedge to reduce the cost and lead time associated
with transactions and back-office processes. With all players participating in the platform,
transaction information can be routed, recorded, reconciled and monitored securely and in
near real-time.

Using automated Smart Contracts and distributed ledger technology, Cross Hedge can
essentially automate most of its operational processes, including booking, posting of
collateral, reconciliation, risk monitoring and PnL calculations.

Cross Hedge essentially allows collateral to be securely transferred in near real-time, thus
virtually eliminating the associated credit risk.

Introducing Smartpieces™

A change of state
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Smartpieces™ Index 

Cross Hedge wants to create through SmartpiecesTM a safe fund share that can offer holders

of crypto-currencies the way to secure the valuation of their portfolio and receive stable

returns over time. Several SmartpiecesTM index will be created in different currencies or

cryptocurrencies in order to marry most precisely the risk of each investor.

Driving Innovation
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The Investor

Experience
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The Cross Hedge investor community can optimize their savings in the simplest and most
secure form. The entry point for any SmartPiece™ trade will be through a customizable mobile
app that is connected to the network 24/7.

The customer experience will be simplified allowing a wide range of persons to enjoy a
completely diversified portfolio starting from a low capital investment amount. Cross Hedge
will be one of first Fintech companies to offer SmartPieces™, making us truly innovative.

We will play a major role in the transformation of the financial industry by being one the first
companies to offer fully transparent investment products through a peer-to-peer network.

Investor needs 

Digitalization has changed much of the financial-services industry over the past few years, yet
wealth management and private banking firms have stayed largely on the side-lines. There are
legitimate reasons for their hesitancy thus far. However, the shift to digitalization is inevitable,
and it will transform the industry in the coming decade.

Today, private investors are looking for more personalized experiences that can be enjoyed
without meeting face-to-face with an advisor. This includes improving access to wealth-
management products from all devices, and in some cases, developing advisor-less
relationships. Instead of the advisor-driven one. Cross Hedge is there to help investors achieve
their goals rather than dictating them.

Traditionally, technology has been used by wealth-management firms to improve the
experience for advisors, not for investors.

At Cross Hedge we focus our development on how technology can be leveraged to improve
either investor self-service.

The Cross Hedge Mobile App

The Cross Hedge app will be available on Android and iOS as a mobile application that may be
downloaded from the App store or from Google Play. Cross Hedge will give you the freedom
to manage your investment, buy or sell SmartPieces™, transfer SmartPieces™ to your contacts
and directly perform payments in crypto or fiat-currencies. You will also have access to useful
options such as a budget tab and a market evaluation tab. It will be possible to use the Cross
Hedge app from anywhere in the world 24/7.

Digital release

The Investor Experience
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Client profile segmentation

Cross Hedge aims to know the people of its community and will implement for each new joiner

a pertinent risk profile. The main goal will be to appreciate for each Cross Hedger the:

Risk§ Tolerance: How much risk a client is willing to take in pursuit of better returns.

Risk§ Capacity: How much risk a client can afford to take without compromising his/her

objectives.

Risk§ Required: How much risk is necessary in order to meet the client’s objectives.

Based on the test outcome we will attribute one of the 3 major risk profiles:

Conservative§
Moderate§
Aggressive§

If the risk profile of the new entrant does not fit with the proposed investment vehicles, Cross

Hedge reserves the right to accept or not due to concerns of regulation.

In a very short term, Cross Hedge will be able to extend the proposals products in order to

match our offer to the specificities of each individual in our community.

Digital release

The Investor Experience
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A breakthrough approach

It’s about life, not investments

§ Automated as much as possible 
§ Designed for a new generation of investors 
§ Provide quality to all investors, not just large accounts 
§ Committed to transparent pricing and client's best interests 
§ Experimental and build prototypes 

Target Customer
Cross Hedge's model architecture is totally innovative. Digitalization and decentralization
allows the targeting of clients who are currently out of reach of conventional wealth
management. Our goal is not necessarily to go looking for customers with several hundreds of
thousands of euros in their wallet but rather to play on the economy of scale and mass to
target a clientele who does not necessarily have access to private banks and investment funds,
or investors who already have ongoing cryptocurrency exposure.

The Investor Experience
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Artificial Intelligence

& Quantitative Finance
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Algorithmic finance

It seems important to set the context in which we live. Let's start from a real observation;
today there are no major financial institutions, investment funds, mutual funds, or global
banks that do not use algorithms in investment decisions. Indeed, trading algorithms are now
the daily life of large investment banks. During this decade, if cashiers in supermarkets are
gradually replaced by automatic cash registers, this phenomenon is also reflected in trading
desks and investment teams. These teams are thus replaced by trading algorithms capable of
imitating human behaviour. And it turns out to be much more efficient because their
productivity exceeds from the one of several traders at a time. These Bots are elaborated on
the one hand by "quants" who design the mathematical models (or other kind of models), and
on the other hand by I.Ts that translate them into computer code. These algorithms can be
totally automatic or semi-automatic and/or have properties far more advanced than a simple
set of rules.

Some figures to illustrate all this:

§ 75% of the financial markets volumes comes from automated accounts (source Reuters)

§ The share of fundamental traders on the US equity market represents 10% of traders vs
60% for quantitative trader (source JP Morgan).

Consequently, it is clear that today the algorithms are fully part of the ecosystem of financial
markets and without any doubt. They are used on all types of assets.
There is, however, an appetite for so-called "liquid" assets such as currencies and futures
contracts.

Why the use of AI?
To understand the use of AI in finance we must take the example of the supermarket cashier
evolution. From the manual cashier we used to see, we are moving to automatic cashier
systems. And then in the near future, the cashier-free shop proposed by Amazon will rule our
shopping experience.

There will be no cashier in-store and the payment will be automated on the mobile once the
items are put in the trolley.

In finance, the usage of algorithm follows the same progression. It is no longer a question of
imagining algorithms that allow a simple management rule translation but rather of designing
algorithms capable of learning and autonomously define rules and evolving as a function of
time.

These technics are already much more widely used in finance especially by some US
investments funds. It is no longer a question of making trading algorithms that replicate
human behaviours but rather to make self-learning algorithms able to evolve over time and / or
according to financial market configurations.

AI & Quantitative Finance
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Basics of Algorithmic investment: 

An algorithm is a specific set of clearly defined instructions aimed at carrying out a task or
process. Algorithmic investment (automated trading, black-box trading, or simply algo-trading)
is the process of using computers programmed to follow a defined set of instructions for
placing a trade in order to generate profits at a speed and frequency that is impossible for a
human trader. The defined sets of rules are based on timing, price, quantity or any
mathematical model. Apart from profit opportunities, algo-trading makes trading more
systematic by eliminating human emotional impacts from trading activities.

Algorithmic finance

Systematic strategies, Artificial Intelligence, 

auto-learning machine and human expertise 

The application of Artificial Intelligence in the investment industry is still at an early stage.
Current popular uses of algorithms is a simple substitution of human routine tasks because it
is fast and accurate without feeling strained. For example, estimation of the impact of news
announcements on stock in comparison with previous cases, reading the financial results of
many companies, text mining on Twitter to find a correlation between stock price and specific
words, etc...

Currently, trading systems are no more than simple representations of statistical tendencies in
the markets; the ways those tendencies are measured — with an average, percentage
calculation, volatility measure, etc. — is irrelevant. Hopefully, the tendencies that are used to
develop a trading system are based upon a valid premise or observation drawn from the
market. This is true of any common system type used in trading. Today’s trading models are
quite primitive in how they compare to those of other fields where artificial intelligence
competes against the best humans. One reason that mechanical systems continue to be used
today is they have one major advantage over a human trader: They have no emotion.
“Mechanical, statistically based systems just follow the rules, and most human traders cannot
do this when working with real money. In terms of problem solving abilities, today’s trading
systems are like the calculators from 20 years ago when compared to today’s best computers.
(sources: Modern trader magazine, July 2015)

AI & Quantitative Finance
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AI programming

At Cross Hedge, we use Artificial Intelligence to create computing strategies aimed to
dynamically identify shifts in market-data behaviour and momentums. Cross Hedge separates
the universal phenomena of financial markets into different stages thanks to a computing
intelligence-driven process: Trends >> Flats >> Ranges

Diversification, game theory and natural selection help us build a stable-return portfolio that
forms the investment-allocation dynamic.

How we use this AI: GA example

Genetic algorithms (GAs) belong to the
larger class of evolutionary algorithm.
(GA) is an optimization and search
technique based on the principles of
genetics and natural selection. A GA
allows a population composed of many
individuals or chromosomes to evolve
under predefined selection rules to a state
that maximizes the fitness. The algorithm
mimics the natural selection in an iterative
process in which a population of potential
solutions is evolving so that the optimal
solution is found. Once the iteration has
run, the next generation is produced by
selecting and processing the most-fit
individuals based on their fitness. Each
member of the population represents
knowledge by a number of genes that
form the chromosome.

At Cross Hedge we use genetic algorithms
in our investment strategies. We start
combining simple and random strategies,
forming our initiation population, during a
back test period called observation
period.

This period will be divided into several
portions of time, forming the generation
lifetime.

We then run the strategies population in
each generation lifetime and outputs the
most efficient strategies. Afterwards, the
selected efficient strategies will be
replicated between them to form a new
generation. We repeat the same process
for each period until the end of the overall
observation period.

At the end of the observation period, the
investment strategies have a strong
efficient DNA strategies deducted by
natural selection.

AI & Quantitative Finance
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Others AI applications:

Constant input optimisation

In the process of designing the technical strategy a special attention is given to the

optimization of risk management parameter, which by itself can have an important influence

in the final result obtained by the strategy. Cross Hedge uses genetic programming in order to

update and optimize the chosen trading rules in our investment strategies in real time.

Market pattern segmentation & Turning point

selection

Financial analysts often depend on the local maximum and minimum points to identify

technical patterns or transaction periods. Turning points can be used to represent stock

movement trends, and they can also be employed to identify the beginning or end of a crucial

transaction period.

AI programming
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Market behaviours

Cross Hedge aims to use and model genetic algorithms, market pattern recognition models
on a multitude of assets simultaneously. The main goal is to mix a set of investment technics
to increase the valuation of our SmartpiecesTM.

Flight to liquidity and quality

On financial markets, in case of crisis or increasing stress (high volatility), investors usually
prefer to buy products which enable them to protect their portfolio value. Thus, investors
decide to switch high risk products inside their portfolio, for more liquid and secured ones.
The more these uncertainties will be on the market, the more those safe investments will be
used by investors.

For example, when the equity market is under pressure (with a spike of volatility), investors
used to sell their equity shares and replace them by buying government bonds such as the
BUND (Germany 10 year government debt). In European bonds market, the safe haven status
of the BUND has always existed and is clearly considered « a Benchmark » for international
investors. Selling some risked assets and buying some BUND is considered for a Fly To quality
(or liquidity) strategy. That is a quite common practice on the market.

It is a quite widespread practice on the market. This strategy simply consists in modifying the
portfolio by selling most of illiquid assets and buying mainly benchmarks which are the most «
liquid » and « less volatile » assets.

On cryptocurrencies market, Bitcoins are considered as the benchmark despite its nature and
its current fluctuations. Bitcoins suffer from their lack of stability and are too volatile to be
considered like a safe haven. Therefore, we decided, in order to minimize those market
fluctuations, to create Cross Hedge and its SmartpiecesTM. The objective is for the latter to
become the « new benchmark », the « new Fly To Security » on cryptocurrencies market.

AI & Quantitative Finance
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Market behaviours

What are our investment sectors

The value of SmartpiecesTM will result from a multitude of strategies executed on a panel of
assets selected by Cross Hedge. Unlike a traditional investment fund where funds are frozen
for a long period, SmartpiecesTM will be a more dynamic investment vehicle in terms of capital
inflows and outflows. This makes "liquidity" the primary selection criterion for the assets used
by our strategies. An asset is said to be liquid when it is quickly tradable, giving the ability to
pass large orders without difficulty. This criteria is fundamental for the smooth functioning of
SmartpiecesTM. For that reason, SmartpiecesTM will mainly consist of financial assets and not
Coin or cryptocurrencies. This allows them to have a real depth and be totally liquid.

We have planned the investments distribution included in each SmartpiecesTM in a very simple
way:

The financial repartition will vary, depending on the market mood. Thanks to the Artificial
Intelligence (AI) strategies, we will be able to maximize our portfolio composition.

The AI strategies allocations will be able to decide for you to overweight or underweight an
asset classes according to the market mood (risk-on vs risk-off). On cryptocurrencies market,
a SmartpiecesTM could be the new Benchmark thanks to the subdued volatility, allowed by the
diversification of assets. Our smart contract called SmartpiecesTM is consequently much
more efficient and advised than Bitcoins.

AI & Quantitative Finance

22% Currencies

22% Equity shares

20% Commodities

26% Debt security

10% Cryptocurrencies
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Portfolio strategies

Conversion risk

Cross Hedge plans to offer in the short

term three types of SmartpiecesTM

denominated in USD, EUR and BTC.

Therefore in order to contain the

conversion risk and protect our portfolio

strategies returns we have set up simple

rules that eliminate currencies exposures:

Smartpieces§ TM in USD will contain

primarily assets denominated in USD.

Smartpieces§ TM in EUR will contain

assets denominated in EUR. FX hedging

strategies are operated on classes of

assets like commodities and crypto-

currencies essentially denominated in

USD.

The§ Bitcoin SmartpiecesTM will contain

assets in USD for the most part. USD /

BTC currency risk will be hedged

through listed Bitcoins future contracts.

Due to changes in vehicle sizes, we are

particularly attentive to the management

of conversion risk as it is paramount to

preserve the return made in our various

assets. Cross Hedge will adopt an overlay

currency hedging strategy over all

portfolios to limit volatility on the valuation

of our SmartpiecesTM.

Cross Hedge creates the unique regulated
bridge between financial market for
cryptocurrencies holders
We anticipate that SmartpiecesTM will

become a reference by bringing together

and creating a link between the financial

markets and the investment

cryptocurrencies holders:

§ SmartpiecesTM allow us to use

innovative investment techniques while

keeping the properties of smart contract

and cryptocurrencies intact.

§ Cross Hedge serves as a bridge

between financial markets and

cryptomarket by creating a diversified

portfolio.

AI & Quantitative Finance
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Regulation
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Identification is better known in fund industry vocabulary as AML/KYC, which refers to the
process performed to identify or verify a client’s identity. Cross Hedge uses an identification
process to ensure automation and avoid any back office tasks. The investor will have direct
access to the Cross Hedge mobile app and will be able to perform transactions within the
community once our trust parties have validated his KYC.

The KYC process
Across countries, regulators have emphasized on rigorous due diligence procedures for anti-
money laundering. The goal is to identify the true source of financing and the global exposure
to the risk of and financial fraud. Know Your Customer (KYC) is an essential element to carry
out this regulation. We have to make sure that this process is as smooth as possible in order
to avoid a bad client experience.

The knowledge of our community members is essential in order to preserve the wealthy
values of our community. At Cross Hedge, our first objective will be to establish a KYC
process for any individual who wants to invest for the first time in Cross Hedge community
products. Establishing a quality KYC process is one of Cross Hedge's biggest challenge. The
idea is to get a quick account creation cycle while maintaining a high level of gathering
information. Cross Hedge will therefore commit to deploy a KYC process on digital devices
using the latest techniques to ensure a quality service and meet the expectations of the
existing regulation.

AML Process
KYC alone is not enough to prevent money laundering and other fraud types. One of the
digitalization’s advantages is the ease to create a simple process based on reports. Thus,
Cross Hedge can bring out accurate reports and essential rules to allow AML to scan potential
money laundering transactions. All our community deposits and withdrawals can be tracked
down from our internal reports.

At Cross Hedge, we intend to set up a detection system of frauds through a process in 5 very
simple steps:

1. Knowing our customers’ transactions. 
2. Setting up procedures and reports.
3. Being aware of the origin of funds: we will always check the source of funds.
4. Being alerted on operations:

We check and follow the operations that are suspicious or have unusual
amounts without economic justification (higher than the investor profile).

5. Establishing the suspicious transactions report and keeping a track record.

Regulation 

Regulation
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Regulation targets
Creating an investment fund requires the highest level of financial and technical expertise but

also demands a regulatory expertise that is second to none. The complexity intensifies when

you go out from classic framework to focus on crypto-asset whose legal uncertainty is very

high.

Thus, Cross Hedge is moving forward to create the “new standards” and offer a new product

that will be studied and accompanied by regulating authorities.

Regulation 

Regulation
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At Cross Hedge, legal team and lawyers will work hand in hand with the AMF (French
regulator) to validate the investment fund authorization and be able to propose our
SmartpiecesTM through investment mandates (or Smart Mandates) for stakeholder of our
community. The regulation is for us a way to validate our innovative and interesting
participatory investment model that has great chance to become the model of tomorrow.

AIFM compliant

The AIFM Directive is a European Union directive which is due to be transposed in European
Union Member States.

This directive aims to supervise the managers of alternative investment funds and
monitor/mitigate systemic risks. It particularly subjects the asset management company to
obligations such as authorization and detailed reporting to the respective regulators on their
leverage, exposure and investments.

Cross Hedge plans to embrace regulation and even go further. Our goal is to bring
transparency not only to the regulator but also to our community. Reporting of our operations
will be available and accessible to all community members thanks to the ledger technology.
Thus, reporting and valuation will be stored and updated on Stellar blockchain.

Auditory

The asset management companies can
not hold directly in their own accounts
securities or cash from their clients.
Cross Hedge will obviously proceed the
same way regarding wallets and cash
accounts in order to preserve dichotomy
between, on one hand the community
members’ liquidity and on the other hand
the company’s wallets and accounts.

The financial instruments constituting the
portfolio of SmartpiecesTM are then
entrusted to a separate entity: the
depositary, which is a mandatory financial
intermediary.

Its main functions are:

§ Custody of the fund's assets (securities
and cash).

§ Control of the regularity of management
decisions and net asset value
calculation.

Cross Hedge is committed to respect this
framework to ensure the prerequisites of
regulation. Regarding the crypto-asset
portfolio Cross Hedge will also separate
Crypto-currencies received from the
community in “escrow” wallets which will
serve simply to hold the crypto liquidity of
investors.

Security of depository funds

Regulation
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Crypto “Proof of reserve” process
Only a few exchanges are providing “Proof-of-Reserve”. Combining the strengths of both
trusted auditor (Deloitte or PwC) and publicly-verifiable cryptography, we will provide perfect
visibility to all the community members.

Cross Hedge does not need to disclose our total balance, addresses, or keys to the public. The
proof of reserve process will follow the 3 following steps:

§ Phase 1 - Auditor checks Cross Hedge’s funds and depository accounts/wallets.

§ Phase 2 - Auditor checks that the balances of Cross Hedge users match with the Cross 
Hedge funds.

§ Phase 3 - Users independently verify that their account balances were included in the data 
used by the auditor.

Auditory

Regulatory Roadmap – 2018/2019

EU REGULATORS AUTHORITY TALK

DEPOSITARY ACCOUNTS 
& WALLETS CREATION IN EU

DIGITAL KYC PROCESS FINISHED

AML RULES DEFINED
AUTOMATIC REPORTING LAUNCH

KYC/AML DIGITAL INTEGRATION

EU FUND COMPLIANT

November 2018

December 2018

January 2019

February 2019

December 2019

Regulation
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The Technology
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Cross Hedge Investment Model

Our cutting-edge platform, referred as “The LAB”, enables us to design optimal cross-asset
allocations and strategies using BIG DATA management, systematic strategies, learning
computer strategies to find optimal risk-adjusted portfolios suitable for our investor profile.
The in-house algorithms embedded in The LAB represent a state-of-the-art data processing
engine. It helps us to get a better understanding of the risks and take wiser actions when it
comes to making the right investment decisions.

The LAB Terminal allows the management of multithreaded data, synchronized databases,
financial analytic libraries and purpose-tailored algorithms creation.

The LAB designs a systematic, computer-based, multi-strategic investment system, built upon
diverse investment researches, risk-management, trading and execution infrastructure
processes.

How does it work?

The LAB was developed by the Cross Hedge team to receive filtered bulk-market information
and make investment decisions. It is the centrepiece of our investment decisions. Its
mechanism is quite simple. The LAB is connected to the market via APIs and receives a
multitude of real-time data from multiple sources. These data are then segmented according
to our methodology and reviewed. Therefore, the LAB receives market data 24 hours a day and
is able to read and study the movement of a large list of financial assets.

Once these data have been received and filtered, they are registered and synchronized in a
database. With this updated database, our algorithms will systematically sort and bring out
the investment signals that will form the basis of our strategies.

Each studied asset will be scanned and able to be allocated. Through a genetic algorithm
system, The Lab will be able to select the most successful strategies and replicate them to
create diversified strategy portfolios evolving over time.

(For more information, please read our technical paper)

The Technology
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Cross Hedge Investment Model

Cross Hedge Fund Architecture

The Technology
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For hedge funds, distribution is an expensive process, particularly when it’s about attracting

international investors. To reduce distribution teams, investment funds generally use

intermediaries and trust parties. Intermediation thus induces extra costs for the final investor.

Deloitte estimates that in Luxembourg the cost of distribution for funds in 2014 was EUR 1.2

billion. Always according to Deloitte, 23% of the order of adherence to investment funds are

still managed manually through faxes. This has a significant impact on costs. Digitization and

decentralized distribution allow automation of processes and suppression of distributions‘

intermediaries. The blockchain now allows Cross Hedge to transform the current distribution

model by creating a new, safer and less expensive one including:

Fast Transaction Payment
Transactions§ are proceeding directly in peer to peer without any intermediary

Ledgers§ are automatically updated

Both§ sides of the transaction are operated immediately

Low Cost
IT§ resources used vs. more expensive human resources

Fewer§ intermediation

Much§ reduced reconciliation work

Transparency and Auditability
The blockchain allows for total transparency:

Information§ is accessible to anyone, all transactions are visible and traceable

Reliable§ Immovable transaction with no failure in order taking

To introduce SmartpiecesTM, Cross Hedge made a decision not to develop its own

distribution’s network and to integrate a fully adopted network. The main purpose is to fully

focus on our core business and products offer. Cross Hedge chose to use and distribute the

SmartpiecesTM via the Stellar decentralized network. Stellar technology is being approved by

companies for its high features. Stellar is a transactional driven protocol which makes it more

efficient for our solution.

Sharing the same values and the passion for bringing technology to the community, the

decision to integrate Stellar network was a forward-looking one.

"Stellar.org operates as a non-stock non-profit organization that contributes to the

development of tools and social good initiatives around the Stellar network and financial

inclusion." Their mission is to fight poverty and maximize individual potential by connecting

people to low-cost financial services .”

SmartpiecesTM: a Stellar Smart Contract (SSC)

The Technology
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-

Smart Contract Fund distribution

The new business model enabled by blockchain tech allows individuals to invest into

SmartpiecesTM index using SSC ( Stellar Smart Contract), without the help of any intermediary,

using the concept of “trust lines”.

ID Process Creation 

Each member of the community will have an identifier that will be created once the KYC and

the risk profile processes are completed. This information will be stored in each smart

contract or other services that Cross Hedge will propose. This identifier links the smart

contract to its owner at any time.

The investor sends the SmartpieceTM Index subscription.

Required security checks (KYC  + AML) are performed.

Net Asset Value is computed and the transactions between the client and Cross 

Hedge are validated.

A digital fund share name SmartpieceTM is created and exchanged against the 

requested amount of digital currency.

A transaction confirmation is sent to the investor.

The Technology

1

2

3

4

5
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Model Evolution

1 to 3 DAYS processing with traditional model 

4 to 6 SECONDS processing with Cross Hedge Model

The Technology
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Stellar Smart 
Contract

SCC

Stellar SmartpiecesTM valuation workflow

Stellar client workflow

The Technology
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The Business

Model
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Revenue model

Positive returns :

our mutual interest

Given the architecture, SmartpiecesTM

holders will not have to pay any of the

classic investment management fees.

In the new blockchain-empowered fund

generation, Cross Hedge is only rewarded

on profits when it generates positive

returns for SmartpiecesTM holders.

The basic rationale behind performance

fees is that they align the interests of

Cross Hedge and the SmartpiecesTM

holders community, and are an incentive

to generate positive returns.

The Business Model
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Smartpieces™returns distribution  
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Smartpieces™returns distribution  
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Growth Forecasts

Forecast of assets under 
management

Today, cryptocurrencies represent a capitalization of 500 Billion dollars. In 2025, analysts
agree that cryptocurrencies capitalization will reach around 9 Trillion dollars.
According to Tim Draper, in 5 years: “Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies will be so relevant —
there will be no reason to have fiat currencies”. The demand for crypto-asset wealth
management will grow exponentially. Cross Hedge will be able to capitalize on its status of
pioneer in this field.

Forecast of profit-reward 
fee revenue for Cross Hedge

Assumptions (neutral expectations):
§ Community gross returns is expected to grow 10% per year
§ 10% of SmartpiecesTM holders’ profits will go to Cross tokens holders bi-yearly
§ Cross Hedge will earn 20% of total profits for generating positive returns

Operational breakeven (in k$)

The Business Model

$0,00

$10 000 000,00

$20 000 000,00

$30 000 000,00

$40 000 000,00

$50 000 000,00

$60 000 000,00

$70 000 000,00

$80 000 000,00

$90 000 000,00

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Profit fees revenue Simulation

$0,00

$500 000 000,00

$1 000  000 000,00

$1 500  000 000,00

$2 000  000 000,00

$2 500  000 000,00

$3 000  000 000,00

$3 500  000 000,00

$4 000  000 000,00

$4 500  000 000,00

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Asset under Management

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Revenues/Inflows 200 6 000 10 000 40 000 48 000 62 400 81 120 

Expenses/Outflows 2 320 5 608 6 756 15 923 12 941 12 942 12 943 

C a s h F l o w - 2 120   392   3 244   24 077   35 059   49 458   68 177   

Net present value 30 565   

Payback period in years 2.3
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The Roadmap
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15 000 000 USD > European market positioning

§ European regulated investment fund

§ SmartpiecesTM index denominated in BTC, USD, EUR

§ AI Investment solutions 

§ Client digital devices (Mobile app, website)

25 000 000 USD > US market positioning

§ US regulated investment fund

§ SmartpiecesTM index denominated in USD

§ AI Investment solutions 

§ Local Marketing

50 000 000 USD > Global market positioning

§ Global regulated investment fund

§ AI Investment solutions

§ Global Marketing

§ Cross token liquidity provider

85 500 000 USD > Crypto investment solutions

§ Corporate marketing programme

§ Financing client crypto solutions : crypto bonds issuance, ICO market maker

§ Crypto derivatives structuring solutions

Fundraising Cap Development

The Roadmap
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The Roadmap

The Roadmap
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The ICO
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During the Initial Coin Offering (ICO), Cross Hedge as a company will issue  tokens called  
CROSS on the Stellar blockchain operated through Smart Contracts.

Why an ICO?
There are many reasons why Cross Hedge has chosen to proceed via an ICO instead of
traditional ways to raise money.

§ First, an ICO not only allows us to onboard participants worldwide but also to incentivize
them to promote Cross Hedge’s products.

§ Second, tokens provide liquidity since they can be traded on various exchanges after the
ICO. Participants can liquidate their position like holding shares in a publicly listed
company.

§ Finally, CROSS tokens through Stellar blockchain technology enable easy distribution of
10% sharing returns ratio to a large community.

Sales of Cross Hedge’s Tokens
The issued tokens come with an “obligation to deliver" for Cross Hedge, namely to develop
peer-to-peer distributed investment services and a wealth-management mobile application.

CROSS tokens will be issued on the Stellar network. The token can be consulted on the official
Stellar website.

The sale period will be from May 22nd, 2018 to November 10th 2018 , in 3 phases:

§ Early Contributors: opening May 22nd, 2018 at 11:00 GMT

§ Presale: from September 10th, 2018 at 11:00 GMT October 9th , 2018 at 11:00 GMT

§ The ICO: from October 10th, 2018 at 11:00 GMT to November 10th, 2018 at 11:00 GMT

§ Total supply: 1,000,000,000 CROSS tokens, no additional CROSS tokens will be created

§ Token decimals: 8

§ Soft CAP: USD 5,000,000

§ Hard CAP: USD 85,500,000

The total number of tokens sold during the pre-sale and ICO periods may not exceed 55% of
the total of tokens created, i.e., a maximum of 550,000,000 tokens.

§ Accepted Crypto-currencies: XLM, BTC, ETH

§ Accepted swift fiat currencies: USD, EUR

§ All fiat currencies via Paypal

For all purchases with BTC, ETH and fiat currencies, a minimum amount of purchase will be
set up.

General Information

The ICO
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During the pre-sale and ICO periods, requests will be honoured in chronological order at

corresponding price. If the demand exceeds the hard cap, the excess will be refunded to

Contributors.

Economics of Cross Tokens

1. 10% of bi-yearly total profit revenues will be sent to the CROSS tokens holders twice a year.

2. CROSS token holders can have the possibility to send their returns reward to charity

organizations partners.

3. CROSS tokens holders can choose and vote for various community charities projects.

Cross Tokens Repartition

The ICO

55% Distributed to Community

20% Funding reserve

10% Team

6% Advisors

6% Sales program

3% Bounty
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Example of bi-yearly Sharing return distribution

Mr John Smith bought 100,000 CROSS tokens during the ICO paid in cryptocurrency. The
amount of the CROSS token acquisition was around USD 15,000. We assume that the Cross
Hedge community size was USD 3,000 Mio between the two study distribution times (in reality
fund accounting through Net Asset value calculation defines distribution level, taking into
account SmartpiecesTM purchase and redemption).

For the last 6 months, SmartpiecesTM generate a net return of 15%. Therefore, the total profit
represent USD 450 Mio for the community.

Hence, Token Holders will receive the equivalent USD 0.05 per Token. See calculation below:

Sharing return per token = (10%x15%xUSD 3 000 Mio / (Total tokens Created – Total token
Reserve))

Assuming for the calculation that reserve represents 200 Mio Cross Token

Sharing return per token = USD 0,056250 paid in USD with the equivalent spot conversion

Mr John Smith will receive the equivalent of USD 5 625 in cryptocurrencies through
SmartpiecesTM SCC which represents 37,5% of the total amount of its purchased CROSS
tokens.

Cross tokens repartition
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When the sales period ends, tokens will be issued and distributed to clients via a Smart

Contract within 15 days, that is, by November 25th, 2018.

Sold tokens may be used and transferred from the time they are assigned.

Price

For Early Contributors, the token shall be offered at the single price of:

1 CROSS =  0.10 USD 

During the ICO Pre-Sales period, the token shall be offered at the single price of:

1 CROSS =  0.15 USD 

During the ICO period, the token shall be offered at the single price of:

1 CROSS =  0.25 USD 

The offer will be automatically updated according to XLM/USD price 

(reference: https://www.kraken.com/)

Cross tokens availability

The ICO
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As the payment of orders are offered in multiple currencies, the number of tokens pre-
allocated during an order shall be calculated on the basis of the exchange rate in force at the
moment that the contributor’s payment is received.
Between the moment that the order is validated by the contributor and the reception of the
contributor’s payment, there may be exchange rate variations which could lead to a
subsequent increase or decrease of the number of tokens pre-allocated to the contributor.
Contributors have the possibility of acquiring tokens against other cryptocurrencies. Thus,
they can order CROSS tokens against Lumens and other currencies (Ether, Bitcoin, and fiat
currencies in restricted conditions). Once again, the number of tokens pre-allocated during an
order shall be calculated on the basis of the chosen cryptocurrency exchange rate at the
moment when the reception of the contributor’s payment is confirmed. When a payment
transaction is still valid 15 minutes after its execution, it shall be considered as being
confirmed (the number of confirmation blocks can vary according to the blockchain used and
the network’s level of congestion). The chosen rate shall be the one provided by the Kraken
Exchange (https://www.kraken.com). Any transaction fees shall be in addition and paid by the
contributor.
All the indicated and displayed prices shall be drawn up exclusive of tax and exempt from any
service not specifically listed.

Conditions of acquisition

1. The contributor wishing to acquire tokens must first register on the Cross Hedge ICO 
website: https://cross-hedge.com/cross-token
2. The contributor must validate the email address and the KYC process.
3. The contributor may then enter the number of tokens he/she wishes to purchase and select 
the payment method of his/her choice. (XLM from 100 XLM, and BTC, ETH and Fiat restricted 
conditions)
4. In the event that a contributor wishes to make a payment in BTC and ETH, he/she shall 
provide or create his/her own unique public address where the currency he/she has chosen 
shall be sent to.
5. All contributors should have a compatible Stellar address and provide the public address 
before completing any transaction. If not, it is mandatory to create and validate it in order to 
receive the Cross Tokens.
6. As soon as the deposit of the funds has been validated,  contributors shall receive a 
confirmation of their allocation by email. 
7. At any time,  contributors can consult the history of their orders and the tokens they have 
been consequently allocated on Cross Hedge’s ICO website. 
8. At the end of the ICO sales period,  contributors will be able to monitor the status of the 
final allocation of tokens and their delivery.

An explanatory note will be issued in order to detail all the order process steps.

Order process

The ICO
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The profits from the sale of the CROSS tokens will allow Cross Hedge to finance:

• The growth of Cross Hedge's activities
• The development of the blockchain-powered investment services
• The acquisition and purchase of shares in strategic targets for the network’s development

and its functionalities

.

Reserve allocation

Cross Hedge will use the Reserve of tokens for the following purposes:

§ Project Promotion to develop visibility and adoption of the network

§ Bonus and bounty for the community

§ Purchase and exchange of advertising and media visibility

§ Business development incentive payments to expand the brand

§ Partnerships with complementary service providers

End of the ICO campaign

If, at the end of the sales period:

§ unsold tokens remain, they will be automatically kept in the Cross Hedge reserve.

§ orders were greater than the number of available tokens, orders that cannot be honoured 
will be refunded to contributors within eight weeks by the original payment method 
(Wireless transfer, PayPal or cryptocurrencies transfer).

ICO Budget allocation

The ICO

10% Legal

30% Payrolls

15% Capital start for investment

20% Business development

20% Technology development

5% Operational

Simulation for 3 years of projections  with 35 Mio USD fund raised  
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The Team
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John Saby
CEO,FOUNDER
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Mr X 
COO, CO-FOUNDER 

Who is he? A person who truly believes that
cryptocurrencies and blockchain combined with the
power of AI will revolutionize the way we live. His non-
compete is making it hard for him to expose himself...
It is that serious.

However our COO has over 10 years’ experience as a
fixed income trader on credit market and is a highly
skilled professional well versed in the complexity of
the financial market due to the diversity of its
products.
His experience encompasses fixed & floating bonds
along with an extensive knowledge on derivatives such
as credit indexes, interest rate swaps and futures.

He graduated with honors from Bordeaux University
where he earned his Masters Degree in capital
markets.

John is the fund architect. He focuses on its
development, along with the portfolio management
tools and asset allocation algorithms attached to it. He
comes from a sales & trading led environment with
strong expertise in derivatives products. He started
developing his skills back in 2008, managing large-
account derivative positions at Santander Investment
Banking, trading Fx and IR derivatives products. He
then joined Société Générale investment Banking to sell
& trade FX and Commodities derivatives products.

In parallel he has been developing algorithmic-strategy
solutions dedicated for independent investors and
Private Wealth Managers across Europe and Latin
America.

He graduated from Dauphine Paris 9 university with a
Masters in Finance & Economics in 2008.

RISK MANAGEMENT PRODUCTS

INVESTMENT STRATEGY 

SPECIALIST

QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

RISK MANAGEMENT PRODUCTS

FINANCIAL MARKET ANALYSIS
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Geoffroy is a highly skilled finance professional with
over 10 years’ experience in the banking industry. Over
the years, he has built an array of invaluable skills,
successfully taking on various strategic positions from
reporting management, balance sheets and liquidity
management to managing projects set to define and
implement standard KPIs reporting within banks for key
priority markets.

Over his last 18 months at HSBC London, he led the
entire transformation of their Retail Banking division
within the Group key priority markets.

Geoffroy holds a Masters degree in Corporate Finance
from INSEEC Paris Business School.

Geoffroy Bolle
NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

The Team

Xavier Vincent-Sully
CFO

Xavier is an international finance professional with over
10 years’ experience working in a broad range of
financial departments and direct support functions
within the Business industry throughout Europe.

His forward thinking approach to streamlining
processes at Peugeot-Citroen led him to oversee the
South European operations, rethinking the entire
financial culture and its impact on the company.

A true financial strategist, he specialises in ensuring
maximum development and high investment returns for
his companies.

Xavier holds a BSc in Finance and Controlling (2006)
from La Sorbonne University and earned his Masters
Degree from Paris 12 University in 2012.
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BUSINESS ANALYSIS

FINANCIAL STRATEGY

ACCOUNTING

SALES 
& PARTNERSHIPS DEVELOPMENT

BUSINESS STRATEGY

SPEAKER
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Cynthia is an award-winning, creative and result-driven

marketing and communication specialist with over 10

years’ experience designing, developing and executing

key communication plans and 360-degree events and

digital activations for leading brands and agencies

worldwide.

She has worked both in London and Paris and is an

expert at branding, consumer acquisition and retention

through social media and digital marketing.

She earned her Masters with merits in Strategic

Marketing Management from Southampton Solent

University in 2008.

CYNTHIA KAMBOU
CMO

The Team

Marie Le Nestour
PROJECT MANAGER 

Marie is Cross Hedge’s secret weapon. She is an expert

at delivering projects on time, within target, always

ensuring the highest standards are met. She does not

settle for less.

She has a background in Event Management

specialising in Corporate events and having worked

worldwide with the most prestigious agencies

(Hopscotch, Havas, Publicis, Ubi Bene, Sagarmatha...)

for over 10 years. She is a thought after logistics and

production director and is used to coordinating

transversal teams from finance, IT, design, engineering,

web and digital.

She graduated in 2007 from Paris X University with a

Masters in Sports and Events Management.
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STRATEGIC MARKETING & PR

CONSUMER ACQUISITION 
& RETENTION

SOCIAL MEDIA 
& DIGITAL TARGETING

OPERATIONAL LEADER

360 PROJECT MANAGER

CROSS HEDGE TRANSLATOR
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Benjamin Le Nestour
STELLAR EXPERT

Arvi Lefèvre
STELLAR EXPERT

The Team

OPERATIONAL LEADER

BACK-END DEVELOPER

BLOCKCHAIN ENTHUSIAST

Ben is a multidisciplinary developer with a wide
knowledge of programming. For the last 2 and half
years he has been working as Universal Developer at Be
Bound gaining invaluable skills on the latest platforms
and languages to support with the company’s
ambition.

Since 2017 he has been involved in a number of
forward thinking and innovative projects such as
machine learning and Stellar blockchain.

He graduated from Orsay University in 2013 with a HND
in IT and earned both his Degree in App Development &
New Technologies and Masters in Software Technology
from Pierre & Marie Curie University in 2016.

Arvi is a skilled developer who has mastered coding
whilst studying and working in China for the last 10
years. He worked for P1, one of China’s top social
network dedicated to affluent millennials (over 3M
subscribers) and then joined True Run Media, first as
Lead PHP Developer then IT Manager, leading major
migration projects. In 2017, he came back to Paris
joining Be-Bound as Back-end developer.

Arvi has been following the blockchain trends and
evolutions for a while but considers Stellar to be the
next big thing!

He graduated in 2011 with a Masters in Information
Technology from SUPINFO Paris (International Institute of
Information Technology)
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MACHINE LEARNING 
& BLOCKCHAIN EXPERT

DEVELOPER & PROGRAMMING

SOCIAL MEDIA 
& DIGITAL TARGETING
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Sonja Prstec
LEGAL EXPERT

The Team

As the Chief Legal Officer at BITNATION, Sonja is our

legal expert regarding blockchain Software

development.

She will advise the team regarding Regulation updates

and Token Sale specificities.

Sonja has more than 10 years of experience and

passed her Bar Exam on 15/07/2008.
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BLOCKCHAIN EXPERT

ICO TOKEN SALE ADVISORY

DIY SMART CONTRACTS
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Advisors
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Marc Torrens, PhD
AI EXPERT

The Team

“My professional goal is to bridge the gap between the

outputs of scientific research and the inputs needed by

real-world Internet applications.”

Marc holds a MSc degree in Computer Science from

Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya and a PhD from

Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne. He has

published over 20 referred papers on his work in

international conferences and journals giving invaluable

insight on AI & usability.

Mark is a member of the American and the Catalan

Associations for AI and is also the co-author of several

software patents that were acquired by Apple, inc in

2011 and the inventor of a full fintech product suite

deployed to dozens of top worldwide banks.
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Binod specializes in smart contract auditing and testing

decentralized applications. As an open source

advocate and a passionate developer, he has been

actively contributing in open source space since 2012.

He has over a decade long experience in enterprise

software solutions and has developed numerous open

source projects like Frapid and MixERP.

During his career, Binod has founded several ISVs

related to CBS, Insurance, HRM, and ERP. Through his

offshore software development firm in Asia, his team

has been assisting startups building their MVPs.

Binod Nirvan
ICO ADVISOR
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Konstantin Dimitrov
FOUNDER OF DICE MONEY

The Team

Konstantin is a Masters-level Computer Scientist, a
serial entrepreneur and tinkerer. He’s skilled in
Software, Engineering, Product Management &
Business Strategy.

This serial entrepreneur has several high-level company
positions and two previously founded companies in the
career portfolio.

Owner of patents and registered designs. Avid DIY
engineering and software hobbyist with known public
profile. Experienced in blue-sky conceptual design,
business strategy, and at-the-coal-face perspective.
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Warren Whitlock is a digital business development
strategist. In 2008, he wrote the first book about
Twitter and Mobile Marketing, and the best selling
“Profitable Social Media: Business Results Without
Playing Games.”
He is the host of Social Media Radio and speaks
frequently about social media marketing, online
publicity and marketing, social networking and building
lifetime value for rapid growth. He was also named
one of Forbes’ Top 10 Social Media Power Influencers
of 2013.

Warren Whitlock
DIGITAL MEDIA EXPERT

Warren helps businesses transform to a new way of doing business using social media and
online marketing and promotion to attract the right audience from the 2 billion people using
the Internet. His breakthrough strategies to integrate mobile marketing, public relations and
and lead generation with conversions to return on investment for lifetime value has
helped hundreds businesses achieve rapid and continuing results from their marketing
process.
Warren has worked in technology, business services and broadcasting, and is currently
involved with media, health and several startups.


